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ON THE FIRST DAY we introduced ourselves and discussed definitions of 
"nonviolence" and "training". We worked in Portuguese, Spanish and English. 

Participants: Ana Odalia Vieira Sena, Altemir Labes, Sinara Berner 
(Brazil), Christina Leguizamon, Juan Carlos Yuste, Bernarda Casco Artie 
(Paraguay), Fernando Aliaga Rojas (Chile), Jorgen Johansen (Scandinavia), 
Vivien Sharpies, Joanne Sheehan (USA), Tomas Astupina Toribo (Peru), Tess 
Ramiro (Philippines), Jill Sternberg (IFOR Nonviolence Education and 
Training Coordinator), Suzanne Simon (France). Konrad and Vania 
interpreted. Adolfo Perez Esquivel joined us on the last day. 

our work and interests included; peace education in schools, with children, 
teachers and parents; working with CO groups; working with the economically 
poor in shanty towns, base communities, and with landless peasants and 
Indigenous peoples; working for human rights, peace, democracy, de-
militarization)  economic conversion; training for direct actions, conflict 
resolution, peace & justice work, against racism; coordinating nonviolence 
training projects (South/South Trainors, SERPAJ, IFOR Nonviolence Education 
and Training, WRI Nonviolence Training Working Group). 

What we mean by "Nonviolence Training": 
* In Latin America, Altemir and Fernando said they prefer to use "permanent 
firmness" or "steadfast persistence" rather than "nonviolence" (which is 
simply seen as "no violence"). In Mexico, "civil resistance" is used. 

* "Training" is also not the best word - it is more of a process of 
education, helping people develop their own capacity to engage in peace and 
justice work, with a commitment to nonviolence. For many, including IFOR, 
it includes working from a spiritual base. 

* In the Philippines, Tess said they use "trainor" to show they are working 
with humans, "trainer" is for working with animals. 

* Jorgen defined nonviolence training .in Europe as many things: 
- action preparation, civil disobedience preparation 
- conflict resolution" training in organization and setting up structures 
to make it easier to deal with conflicts 
- decision-making, group process 
- peace education - not text book on wars or peace activists, but education 
on a way of living 
- anti-racism - to prevent conflicts, working on a personal level 
- Social Defense - to prepare group to resist military occupation 

* Fernando described the dynamic of nonviolence/positive life force going 
out and crashing against the wall of structures, of domination and 
alienation. When we crash, we hit the wall and bounce back violent. 
Nonviolence is finding another way, to go in another direction that is 
positive. Through the "training" process, we discover that other way - 
finding ways to communicate, to look at our reality and know our needs, to 
feel valued, and to move from reflection to action as a community, 

ON THE SECOND, THIRD AND FOURTH DAYS exercises were presented and 
facilitated by Fernando, Altemir (joined by Sinara), and Tess. 

ON THE LAST DAY we discussed what we need as trainors. 

Trainers from WRI, IFOR, SERPAJ and the South South Network (including 
trainers who were not in the theme group) had met to discuss how better to 
network. We will try to share information through a "nonviolence trainers 



mailing." Trainers will send articles, case studies, resources and 
information on developments in the fields of nonviolence training to IFOR. 
Every 4 months they will be copies and circulated. Things trainors were 
looking for included: 
+ evaluation tools a) how to evaluate our trainings, b) evaluation of what 
trainings are good for in social movements (studies of long-term effects) 
c) process to evaluate trainings from the outside 
+ bring trainings to WRI Council and Triennials (i.e. facilitation skills) 

Theme group participants identified needs as trainers: 
- Finances - some felt that trainers, who are volunteers, need some 
financial help. Consider building an honoraria for trainers into proposals, 
charge those who can pay. A concern was raised that we need to be clear 
about what we are about as trainers. "Trainers doing it as a job are 
different from an enthusiastic volunteer who does it from the heart." 

- Length of trainings - some felt we need to work on longer trainings, 
encourage people to spend more than 2 days. In the Phillipines people "want 
to be in trainings all the time". Often the length of time people can spend 
at a training is connected to both their finances and the financial 
resources of the trainer. 

- Share agendas, exercises and evaluations of trainings - 
+ In Latin America, it is an oral culture - use cassettes.SERPAJ does. 
+ In Brazil, they try to record and keep notes. But there is no time to 

systematize. Others write a brief report and keep on file 
+ Written reports can be guidelines for the future, but difficult to do 

share. (SERPAJ does not communicate between countries when not meeting.) 
+ At what level is sharing of someone else's training agendas, etc too 

general and does not help? 
+ Only way to influence people in a certain place is to have a team (of 

professional trainers and locals) work together in that location. Trainors 
know theory and method, support locals who are closer to the situation and 
become "multipliers". 

- We need time for ourselves, to review and recharge 
- We need to find the reality of the people we work with and share those 
realities and contexts 
- Need a team that can adapt to changes, be innovative and flexible 
- Need to build trust with the people we work with. 

- Translating resources 
▪ SERPAJ has material on nonviolence in Spanish. 
+ Adolpho has written on nonviolence in Latin America which is in English 
and Spanish. 
+ There are many good books that have not been translated. But how do you 
choose what to translate? Need joint programs to avoid duplication, 
communication to look at how to share resources. Need to translate case 
studies on nonviolence, but trainings are too culturally based. 
+ Need to know what resources are in French and Spanish (What list has 

Nonviolence International compiled?) 

- We need more exchanges of experiences. 
+ Transnational Trainers Gathering showed us that cross-cultural exchanges 

can be helpful and difficult 
+ IFOR planning an International Gathering of Trainers - doing a core 
training to explain beliefs and kinds of training, units on nonviolence, 
communication skills, racism, oppression, etc. 
+ South South Trainors - Will gather again in Thailand in 1996 to 

continue exchange of views regarding training, discuss how to join together 
to improve training, study reality of nonviolence in context of 
international 	situations. 
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